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Abstract: Now a days, incompleteness of dimension information is a common problem in many databases including web
heterogonous databases, multi-relational databases, spatial and temporal databases and data integration. As providing
accurate results that best meet the query conditions over incomplete database. To retrieve data from incomplete database is
not a trivial task. This problem introduces

challenges in processing query. Dimension incomplete problem causes due to

collection of data from noisy network environment. Some of these techniques retrieve the query results based on the existing
values rather than estimating the missing values. Such techniques are undesirable in many cases as the dimensions with
missing values might be the important dimensions of the user’s query. The existing work addresses the problem where data
values are uncertain and unknown on dimension incomplete database. These Several techniques have been proposed to
process queries in dimension incomplete database. In our proposed approach, we investigate the problem of similarity search
on dimension incomplete data. A proposed framework is developed to model this problem so that the users can find data
objects in the database that are similar to the query with probability guarantee . The proposed work introduces clustering,
indexing, segmentation and searching and finally probabilistic approach. Each method tries to model this incomplete
dimension problem. Firstly, clustering forms group of certain attributes using ‘CLIHD’ algorithm. After that, index
structure is also employed to further prune the search space and speed up the query process. The combination of three
schemes such as, BR-Tree, MOSAIC Tree, R* Tree collectively is called as hybrid index method. Segmentation is performed
on random data set to filter out irrelevant data object. Searching represents result according to user query. The probabilistic
approach represent missing dimension. Simulteneously missing ratio will be evaluated on the basis of standard measure
such as, precision and recall. The proposed framework and technique can be applied to both whole and subsequence queries
for providing effectiveness and efficiency to our approach.
Keywords: Dimension Incomplete, similarity query, hybrid index, query processing, index Structure, Heterogeneous
database.
I. INTRODUCTION
Similarity query in high dimensional database is a fundamental research problem with numerous applications in the areas of
database, data mining, and information retrieval. Given a query object, the goal is to find similar objects in the database [1] [3].
Recently, querying incomplete data has attracted extensive research efforts [5] [6].In this problem, the data values may be
missing due to various practical issues, For example, in sensor networks, the received data may become incomplete when
sensors do not work properly or when errors occur during the data transfer process.The data incompleteness problem studied in
the existing work usually refers to the missing value problem, i.e., the data values on some dimensions are unknown or
uncertain [11]. The common assumption of the existing work is that, for each dimension, whether its data value is missing or
not is known. However, in real-life applications, we may not know which dimensions or positions have data loss [3]. In these
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cases, we only have the arrival order of data values without knowing which dimensions the values belong to. When the
dimensionality of the collected data is lower than its actual dimensionality, the correspondence relationship between dimensions
and their associated values is lost. We list some of the problem as follows:
1. Incomplete Data Entry:
When user enter data in database, certain fields are not mandatory. It may responsible for data incompleteness problem.
Users may intentionally or accidentally missed some values of different attributes (Dimensions) .
2. Data Type Missing:
When data enter by user that time if certain data type is not properly mentioned, it may responsible for incomplete
dimension problem.
3. Weak Network or Low Bandwidth:
In many real life applications when data collected from wireless sensor network or in noisy environment, not only the data
values but also the dimension information may be loss. Due to low bandwidth occur incomplete dimension problem.
When we search regarding dimensionality of data, in that case, it should verify the collected data is lower than its actual
dimensionality. The correspondence relationship between dimensions and their associated values become lost. The research
methodology applied for sorting problem of searching dimension in incomplete database.
II. RELATED WORK
R. Agrawal , C. Faloutsos , and A.N. Swami [1] contributed the method for indexing in “Efficient Similarity Search in
Sequence Databases”. This paper proposed an indexing method for time sequence for processing on similarity queries. R* trees
method to index the sequence and efficiently work on answer similarity queries. Similarity queries can be classified into two
categories that are, whole sequence matching and subsequence matching .In whole sequence matching which represents two
query . In which the first i.e Range query evaluate those sequence that are similar within distance ‘s’ From given query
sequence. Second is, All pair query which evaluate the pair of sequence which are within ‘t’ of each other given a ‘x’
sequences. In subsequence matching it will consider large no of sequence . This paper present vital contribution on R* tree
method R* Tree method applied for indexing. This method efficiently work for indexing. In this method where data value or
dimension information missing it will place null or -1 value. so that, it will easy to search out missing dimension.
Beng Chin Ooi , Cheng Hian Goh , Kian-Lee Tan [2] has illustrated indexing scheme in “Fast high dimensional data
search in incomplete database” . This paper propose two indexing schemes which are used for improving the efficiency of
data retrieval in high-dimensional databases that are incomplete. In this paper, we address the issues pertaining to the design of
fast mechanisms that avoid the costly alternative of performing an exhaustive search. The sequence of the query becomes
smaller. Subsequence can be search out from in large sequence and that are the best matches in query sequence. It represents
two indexing scheme such as BR-Tree and MOSAIC index scheme. This first BR-Tree Scheme i.e multi-dimensional index
structure called the Bit string-augmented R-tree (BR-tree).As we know in incomplete database missing information will replace
as ‘?’. But when certain scheme applied in contribution of indexing, it will represent null value in place of missing data.
Simultaneously, collected data entered at a time in a database through this scheme .In this proposed scheme it introduced the
novel mapping function which randomly scattered in ‘N’ dimensional space that (ai…. an) be the search key which
corresponding to tuple ‘tp’ and bit string is bi…. bm . The second scheme i.e. Multiple one dimensional one attribute index
called as MOSAIC .In this section index built on each attribute. The search keys may contain missing attributevalues in that
case these schemes are novel. Whereas, the second comprises a family of multiple one-dimensional one-attribute (MOSAIC)
indexes. In this paper, we address the issues of pertaining to the design of fast mechanisms . It will create each data set for
each attribute. so that storage cost will increase but data integrity will maintained.
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Amgun Myrtveit, Erik Stensrud, Member, IEEE, and Ulf H.Olsson [3] have illustrated four missing data technique in

“Analyzing Data Sets with Missing Data An Empirical Evaluation of Imputation Methods and Likelihood-Based Methods”..
This paper, present four missing data techniques and comparision of mdt’s techniques will contribute that Ld will give data
set is to small that generate meaningful prediction model. It will indicate four missing data technique (MDTs). A first
technique i.e Listwise deletion (LD) which define missing data technique sequential process perform. In this technique
according to list deletion will perform. Secondly the Mean imputation (MI) technique. This method contributes the process of
imputation in which no of possible combinations find out. On the basis of that mean value calculated and perform mean
imputation method. Third MDT’s technique i.e Smilar response pattern Imputation (SRPI) in this pattern of imputation
sequence will find out in large sequence. Pattern will represent in the form of rows and column in database. If no of sequences
will match according to query it called as similar response pattern imputation. Finally fourth technique is Full information
maximum like hood (FIML)This missing data technique defines whole subsequence matching technique. It evaluate possible
no of sequences on the basis of certain parameter such as, permutation and combination.
I. Waist and B. Marking [4] has been given a nearest neighbour approach in “Nearest Neighbour Approach in the LeastSquares Data Imputation Algorithms”. This paper contribute the “global” method for least-square data imputation

are

reviewed and extension to them are proposed based on the nearest neighbors (NN) approach. Pattern of missing data are
define in terms of rows and columns

according to three different mechanisms that are denoted

as

Random missing,

Restricted random missing, Merged Database. The first mechanism Random missing specify approach randomly data element
missing, so that data uncertainty will increase. So that it is difficult to find out the no of possible neighboring places. It work on
approximation basis model. The second mechanism i.e Restricted random missing approach no of data element may be
missing in given sequence. So that nearest neighboring approach will work according by considering neighbor place of other
data element. In this arrival order of data element can be known. In third mechanism , Merged Database give an approach
incomplete and complete database become merged. If database will not merged properly it responsible for missing information.
It will work on the basis of Prediction model according to arrival order of data in database.
Ali A. Alwan, Hamidah Ibrahim, Nur Izura Udzir, Fatimah Sidi [5] have given an approach for skyline missing values in
this paper i.e “Estimating missing values of skyline in incomplete database”. This paper, given approach for Approximate
Functional Dependencies (AFDs) applied to generate, that captured the relationships between the dimensions for that utilizes
the concept of mining attribute correlations. In addition to , identifying the strength of probability correlations for estimating
missing values. Then, the skylines with estimated values are ranked. It will ensure that estimated value become evaluated on
the basis of Precision and Recall. In first phase, Generating Approximate Functional Dependencies in this method, missing
value estimated on the basis of approximation by capturing the relation between dimension. It represents the relation by arrow.
for example if there are no of rooms related to rent (no of room

rent of room ). In second phase i.e. Identifying the Strength

of Probability Correlations .It specify the strength of correlations between two dimensions is identified. It has evaluated the
strength of probability correlations between the dimensions. In third phase, Imputing the Missing Values it define to impute the
missing values of the dimensions in the skylines with the estimated values. In this by referring to the dimensions it has simply
achieved. Dimension which have missing values it has replaced them with the estimated values. In this process there might be
many estimated values that need to be considered. In fourth phase i,e Ranking the Final Skylines this section represent the last
phase of ranking in which, skylines with the estimated values that have the highest confidence value of AFD and strength of
probability correlations are place at the top of the skyline set.
Cheng, Xiaoming Jin, Jian-Tao Sun, Xuemin Lin, Xiang Zhang and Wei Wang [6] has been given an approach for
searching Dimension incomplete database. It is used to sour a problem of similarity query. In this paper probabilistic
framework and technique is applied to whole as well as subsequence query.When the dimensionality of the collected data is
lower than its actual dimensionality, the correspondence relationship between dimensions and their associated values
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become lost. We refer to such a problem as the dimension incomplete problem. The first is Dimension information is not
explicitly maintained and second is Time series data with temporal uncertainty Due to imprecise time stamps. According to
various approach given and we provide the comparative analysis according various methods and retrieval in multidimensional databases that are incomplete. Suppose that, the original data dimensionality is ‘D’ Given a query object ‘R’ is
(r1,r2,r3.. rx) and a dimension Incomplete data object i (i1, i2, i3…iy) (y < x) , a naïve Solution to calculate the distance
between these two Objects. However, this approach is intractable in practice; since there is m (x/y) possible dimension
combinations need to be examined. Efficient algorithms are highly desirable. This paper deal with the problem regarding
similarity query on dimension incomplete data within a probabilistic framework. Using the framework, a user can identify two
thresholds. There are two threshold consider that are the query object ‘R’ and the data object ‘O’. So that, various method
and techniques are applied to overcome this problem. Summarize process as follows:
1.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to Denote the similarity query on dimension incomplete problem.

2.

We develop efficient algorithms to specify the challenges in querying dimension incomplete data.

3.

On dimension incomplete data , this method can be applied to both whole sequence matching as well as
subsequence matching problem.

4.

In this provide theoretical analysis of the relationship Between the probability threshold and the quality Query
results.

Filter with Probability triangle inequality .The probability triangle inequality is first phase which applied to evaluate the
data objects. In this phase , some data objects are verify as proper (true) results and algorithm work for filtering true result .
At this phase result will show. The second phase i.e Filter with confidence lower and upper bounds, in this phase the
remaining data objects filter out , from which some are determined as true results and some as dismissal. This phase also
shows result. Third phase represents the Naive Probability verification. In which only those data objects can be filter out that
cannot be determined in the former two steps are evaluated by the naive method. Small portion will filter out regarding data
object in this phase. So that this phase will be considered as optional and finally result will have shown. Algorithm used to
applied for Subsequence matching on dimension incomplete data.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this paper, we propose to investigate the problem of similarity search on dimension incomplete data. The basic purpose
of the proposed system is to model the problem of similarity search and search out dimension information of missing data. In
proposed Methodology certain techniques have been introduced such as, clustering, indexing, segmentation and searching and
finally probabilistic approach.
Initially, complete and partial database collected form uci repositorty machine. In research work, required to process on
incomplete database. So that, clustering performs on partial data set. ‘CLIHD ‘algorithm is nothing but clustering incomplete
high-dimensional database. It has been applied for clustering. Hybrid Index technique has been applied for improving traditional
queries processing approach. Due to indexing data will search out within minimum span of time. Segmentation and searching
remove irrelevant data object and easy to search out data according to attribute or keyword. Mainly, in probabilistic approach,
missing dimension and missing data ratio become evaluated.
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Fig.3 Flow work of searching dimension in incomplete database

The following are the proposed plan of work:1. Clustering
2.Indexing
3.Segmentation and searching
4. Probabilistics Approach
5. Analysis on the basis standard measure
3.1 Clustering :
Clustering is nothing but common technique in data mining to discover hidden patterns from massive datasets . With the
development of privacy-maintaining data mining application. CLIHD is nothing but clustering incomplete high dimensional
database. CLIHD algorithm applied for clustering. Clustering is nothing but the process of forming group of dataset according
to attribute or keyword. Common applications of cluster analysis involve scientific data exploration, information retrieval and
text mining, spatial database applications, Web analysis, marketing, computation biology, and many others.The steps of
algorithm CLIHD are as follow :
Steps of CLIHD Algorithm :
Input:

Dataset Ds, support threshold minsup;

Output: A set of cluster’s IDs;
Method: CLIHD(Ds, minsup)
Where as ,
DS ← determine and sort the order of Ds dimensions;
UList ← fulldim(Ds, minsup) //recognition on full
dimensions;
IncompleteDim(Ds,minsup,UList,DimID) //recognition on incomplete dimensions;
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Minsup

attribute

CLIHD Algorithm :
1. Select Dataset Ds
2. Select Attribute (minsup)
3. Start Clustering process
4. Searching Input From Dataset
If (minsup = = true)
then
Merge Record
5. Clustering Completed
6. Display Record
3.2 Indexing :
Indexing is the process which representation of data in sequence format. Due to indexing result will show in minimum
span of time . It will Prune the search space and speed up the query process using hybrid Index method . Hybrid indexing
method are as follows .
3.2.1 Hybrid Indexing :
Hybrid indexing is the combination of three method. So that it collectively called as hybrid indexing. Hybrid Index
scheme is used to apply for indexing, which are as follows .
3.2.1 1 BR-Tree Scheme :
BR-Tree is nothing but the Bit string augumented multidimensional index structure. It provides identical id’s to each entry
in high-dimensional database. When simultaneously enter data in database, there may be possibility to lose data and their
dimensions . It may be responsible for missing dimension information. But due to BR-tree, id’s are provided to each tuple
entry. The BR-tree is shown to be more efficient in supporting range queries and have lower insertion and storage costs . Steps
of BR-tree are given as follows .
Where as,
dr
i

array list where value of ‘i’ will store
id’s will increment

Steps of BR-tree
BR-Tree scheme :
1. Start
2. Int i , dr[]
3. dr[] = i
4. i++
5. End
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3. 2.1.2 MOSAIC :
MOSAIC is nothing but Multiple one dimensional one attribute . This scheme are used to provides specification for each
attribute. MOSAIC scheme introduced the process of forming single data set for single attribute. Due to this process data
integrity will maintained. Storage cost will increase. So that user can seach data easily according to query. In this category, a
one-dimensional index is built on each attribute (dimension) of the search key. This is essentially an inverted index that allows
for rapid identification of the set of tuples having a given value in the dimension being indexed. Thus, there will be as many
inverted indexes as there are dimensions in the search key.
.3. 2.1.3 R+ Tree :
R+ tree method called as conventional multidimensional index. Subset form to operate data by ‘n’ number of ways. In
scheme In this method incomplete database value may replace by 0 or 1. So that it is easy to verify the value of is available or
not.
Steps are as follow :
R+ Tree method
1. select dataset
2. select attribute
3. comease (0, attribute)
4. comease (1, attribute)
5. End
5. End
3. 3. Searching And Segmentation :
In segmentation and searching, Dataset may be complete or incomplete format According to that how much percent of
dimensions are unknown or miss . In segmentation irrelevant data object removed by stop word removal process. In searching
, data search out according to attribute or keyword form selected dataset . It provide form and additional attribute will add. In
searching Process it introduced linear search method . Which are as follows .
Linear search process perform as follow :
Where as,
Number
Loc

it consider veriable value and increment position value
it store the position of value and return result

Linear Search
1. Start
2. Int [] number , searchvalue
3. Int loc = 0
4. While ( loc < number . length && number [ loc] != searchvalue)
5. loc++
6. If ( loc = = number . Length )
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7. Return Not Found
8. End If
9. Else Return loc

( found and return the position)

10. End
3.4 Probabilistics Approach :
The probabilistic approach work on the basis of probabilistic method . It introduce novel method for searching missing
ratio and dimension i.e probabilistic Searching Dimension

method (PSDM) . It represent result by searching missing

dimension and missing ratio . PSDM applied for Probabilistic result . This method classified in to two process. Which are
as follows :
3.4.1 Searching Missing Data By comparing with Existing Dataset :
PSDM , firstly applied for searching missing data from dataset.
Steps are as follow :
1. Select dataset
2. Compare available data with missing data
3. Match the sequence of data
4. If row having missing data then placed whole data
3.4.2 Searching Dimension :
Searching dimension is the process of searching missing data position or which attribute having missing values.
steps are given as follows :
1. P(E) and P(M) is probability of existing data and
missing data dimension respectively
2. P(E) and P(M) are the probabilities of E and M without
regard to one other
3. Missing dimension is the ratio of probability of missing
data dimension to the intersection of probability of
existing data and missing data dimension.
4. Where as , P(E | M), a conditional probability, which is
the probability of E given
that M is true.
3.5 Standard Parameter :
3. 5. 1. Precision :
Precision represent that at what percent of relevant data collect from retrieved data.
Where,
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Select all record from data base
find how much percent of relevant data get
Precision (%)=(existing data/total data)*100
3. 5. 2. Recall :
Recall represent that at what percent of retrieved data collect from relavent field.
Where,
Select all record from data base
find how much percent of data missing data
Recall(%)=(missing data/total data)*10
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Following are the screen shots of clustering and indexing process:

Fig 4.1 Genrating Attribute

Fig.4.2 Query Workload Process

Fig.4.3 Clustering Process

Fig.4.4 Indexing Complete

Fig.4.5 Hybrid indexing provide id’s to data set

Fig.4.6 Stop word removal process
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Fig.4.7 Create form and submit record
Fig.4.8 Query Search

Fig.4.9 Select document

Fig.4.10 Comparison of available and missing data

Fig.4.11 Dimension of missing data

Fig.4.12 Precesion Vs Threshold Graph

Fig.4.13 Recall Vs Threshold Graph

Fig.4.14 Missing Ratio Diagram

Fig.4.15 Efficiency Comparison Graph
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we present an approach for mitigating the problem of dimension information missing. In our research work,
certain method and techniques are applied. This proposed framework addresses the problem of dimension information which is
of the both practical importance and technical challenge. To improve the performance of clusterization of partial or random data
with the help of CLIHD (clustering incomplete high dimensional database) algorithm. Prominently, clustering has been posed
as an optimization problem for minimum error or maximum attribute predictability. Clustering form group of data set according
to attribute. In our research work novel indexing technique is introduced called as hybrid indexing technique. The hybrid index
is the combination of three method i.e BR tree, MOSAIC and R+ tree method. Indexing represent data in arranged format and
it become easy to search out. Hybrid index prune the search space and speedup the query process. Segmentation process
removed irrelevant data object by stop word removal process. Searching represent result according to user query. The
probabilistic searching dimension method represent missing dimension of partial database. Our approach will achieves
satisfactory performance in querying incomplete
VI. FEATURE SCOPE
In future novel technique can also be implemented to the complex dataset by making some changes to the system and by
changing some parameter of this methodology. The hybrid index technique can also be applied on multidimensional database in
future. To investigate how to extend our query strategy on Heterogeneous service application.
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